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Day 5: Time to Cook! 

 

Whew! We did it. The hard part, at least. 

 You've set up your system. 

 You made your schedule. 

 You picked your themes. 

 You made a grocery list. 

 You bought your food 

 You chopped, sliced, diced, and pre-pared some of your foods. 

Now – soon you get to enjoy them! 

Make use of your soup maker, slow cooker and pressure cooker as much as possible. 

They're real lifesavers for busy people.  

 

Don't forget to keep your menu varied so you don't get bored and kick meal planning 

to the curb.  I alternate recipes every few weeks, so we aren't eating the same old things 

each week. A three weekly loop seems to be a reasonable time frame to rotate recipes 

to keep the boredom at bay. You'll find what timeframe works for you. 
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Another trick I use is cooking with seasonal ingredients. This helps keep things more 

exciting and keeps the recipes rotating well.   

 

If you take anything from this at all, please remember that healthy eating does not have 

to be difficult.  Don't choose complicated recipes with tons of ingredients (unless you 

like that sort of thing!) – to me that’s a formula for overwhelm.   

 

Give yourself a month of meal planning experimentation and see what works best for 

you.  You'll find the perfect themes, the ideal recipe rotation, and you'll get in a groove 

that will start to feel normal and simple.  

 

Focus on lunch and dinner, and snacks.  I find if you forget about snacks, unhealthy 

‘snackcidents’ can happen.  

 

If you've never made Mason Jar Salads, these are fantastic to make for lunches.  You can 

prepare those for up to 4 days without them spoiling in the refrigerator.   

 

So long as you layer them correctly, your dressing won't touch your lettuce until you 

dump the salad into your bowl.   

 

The perfect layering formula is from bottom to top: dressing, then raw hard veggies, 

cooked grains, beans or tofu and any other toppings you have and adding the delicate 

leaves in last.  This will keep your lettuce and dressing apart, and your vegetables will be 

marinating in your dressing the whole time, filling them with flavor.   
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Once you get the hang of this, your life is going to feel so much simpler!  You'll be able 

to grocery shop in record speed, and you'll look forward to your meal planning time 

once you get home from your shopping spree.   

 

Pop in some headphones and catch up on your favorite podcasts or an audiobook -- 

and you'll soon look forward to your few hours of meal planning time each week. 

 

Well done! 
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